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1.  THE PROJECT 

 

a. Introduction 

 

Low Borrowbridge Roman Fort lies in the Tebay Gorge in the Parishes of Grayrigg and Tebay in 

Cumbria (grid reference: NY 60962 01275). It is a scheduled ancient monument (Figure 1, list entry 

number 1007240). The remains of the fort are about 100m SW of the confluence of the Borrow Beck 

and the Lune. Internal dimensions are 125m by 90m, giving an internal area of 11,250sqm, or 2.75 

acres. The fort is constructed in the shape of a parallelogram. It may, however, have superseded a 

previous fort on the site and we do not know precisely when it was constructed. 

 

There has been relatively little research at the fort, especially in the modern era, (see section 2 

below) leaving many questions remaining about its origins, chronological development, ancillary 

structures and settlements and even the name of the fort in Roman times. Lunesdale Archaeology 

Society has been working at the site for the last four years. The proposed research project will 

employ non-invasive techniques to survey the interior of the fort and the areas immediately 

adjacent, building on our previous research at Low Borrowbridge, in an attempt to shed more light 

on this strategically important site. 

 

LAS wish to acknowledge the help and guidance of Mark Brennand, Senior Historic Environment 

Officer, Cumbria County Council, and Karl Taylor, Oxford Archaeology North, in the development of 

this research project. Thanks are also due to Michael Wilson, farmer and landowner at Low 

Borrowbridge for his continued support of our work at the fort, and his keen interest in the results.  

 

b. Lunesdale Archaeology Society 

 

Lunesdale Archaeology Society (LAS) has been working at Low Borrowbridge since 2011. In the 

summers of 2011 and 2012 limited excavations were conducted, under supervision of professional 

archaeologists from Oxford Archaeology North (OA North), of the area to the south of the fort in the 

vegetable garden and pig sty of the farm. These revealed a high status building, in good preservation 

below ground level, identified as a probable mansio. The archaeology had, however, been disturbed 

by the siting of service trenches to support a construction workers’ camp, built in the scheduled 

area, during the construction of the M6 motorway in the 1960s/70s (Figure 2). 

 

In the spring and summer of 2014 LAS commissioned OA North to undertake a geophysical survey of 

the non-scheduled field to the south of the fort, a potential vicus site. Both magnetometery and 

resistivity techniques were employed, revealing a complex pattern of archaeological and natural 

features surviving beneath the surface. The full report is publically available on the LAS website at 

www.lunesdale.wordpress.com. 

 

c. Oxford Archaeology North 

OA North, formerly Lancaster University Archaeology Unit, has been serving the archaeological 

needs of the region since 1979. It has on many occasions had a close and productive involvement 

with local volunteer groups and societies, including LAS. At Low Borrowbridge, OA North undertook 



excavations of the Roman period cemetery in 1991/2, supervised LAS excavations in 2011/12, and 

led the geophysical surveys of the field south of the fort in 2014. 

 

2. PRIOR RESEARCH 

Nicholson and Burn (1777) describe the fort as a ‘castle’ (as it appears on the Jeffrey’s Map of 

Westmorland 1770): “Borrowdale hath its name from the river Borrow which empties itself into the 

Lune at Borrow-Bridge. On the south, about 100 paces from the bridge, but within the parish of 

Kendal, are the ruins of a castle, which hath been moated about, and from the thickness and strong 

cement of the walls yet remaining, seems to have been a place of considerable strength. It is most 

advantageously situated, to command the whole passage through the mountains there” Vol 1 p493 

Until the early C19th the walls were standing to a considerable height. In 1840 Whellan states: “near 

Low Borrow Bridge are the remains of a castle which seems to have been a fortress of some 

strength”  (p 765) 

In 1826 ploughing uncovered ‘traces of flues containing charcoal and soot’ and a fireplace near the 

centre of the fort (RCHME 1936). On 9th August 1860 a lecture was delivered before the members of 

the Kendal Natural History and Scientific Society, assembled at the Station by Cornelius Nicholson 

(see Nicholson 1861). He attributed the fort to the campaigns of Agricola in AD79 and using the 10th 

Antonine Itinerary named the fort Alone or Alauna. If this is Alauna, the Iter states that it was 

manned by a cohort of Nervians commanded by a Tribune. Shotter and White (1995), however, have 

more recently questioned this naming of the fort, and no inscriptions have been found to date to 

allow conclusive naming. Nicholson reported that the owner of Low Borrowbridge Inn, a Mr Noble, 

had dug up fragments of hypocausts and pieces of charcoal from the flues in the fort. In addition Mr 

Noble found Roman pottery, including Samian ware and grinding mills (querns), as well as coins from 

the period of Vespasian.  

In 1883 the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society (CWAAS) 

employed two labourers to undertake their first excavation of ‘the Roman Camp of Low 

Borrowbridge’ (Ferguson 1886). They dug in the inn garden south of the camp, where they found 

‘the walls of a building’ and also ‘a pavement of bright red brick’ (opus signinum). They also 

uncovered part of the west gate, a single passage gate 6ft wide (which may originally have been 

double and wider – many forts reduced the size of the gates in 4th and 5th centuries as usage 

changed). The east gate was shown to be double but the north passage was blocked. Guard 

chambers either side of the wall appear to have projected about 5ft from the line of the rampart. 

Trenches dug in the interior threw up charcoal, coarse pottery, tile, soot and ‘mashed up pavements 

and hypocaust’. The depth to the undisturbed clay was ‘very little’.   

In 1931/33 Mr H. Burrows excavated inside and outside the fort, and in the vegetable garden but no 

report was published. There are notes of an eyewitness to this excavation reported with the 1950 

dig below. 

The excavation in 1950 (Hildyard and Gillam, 1951) provided dating evidence to suggest occupation 

throughout the Roman period, though there was evidence of destruction and reconstruction on 

several occasions. The results of this work also suggested the lower rampart and wall are probably 



Hadrianic (circa 120AD) and the upper Severan (circa 200AD) and that inside the fort there may have 

been a smaller fort from an earlier phase of occupation. The dig by LAS in 2011 found coins of 

Septimius Severus (AD202-10) and his son Geta (AD209) coinciding with the campaigns of Septimius 

into Scotland at that time. 

During 1975/6 a rescue excavation was undertaken by John Anstee of Abbott Hall Museum of 

Lakeland Life and Industry, Kendal before the construction of a farm barn (Anstee, 1975). The area 

he investigated was directly to the south of the garden. The plans produced during this dig reveal the 

existence of a building, built in two phases, the walls of which extend beneath the present garden 

wall. This structure was interpreted as the furnace room, built to provide heat for the hypocaust 

system beneath the floor of the bath house thought to have been revealed within the walled garden 

during the 1933 excavation. 

During 1991-2 a natural gas pipeline was built through the Lune gorge, the route cut across the 

lower portion of the field to the south of this site. The excavation revealed a cremation cemetery 

associated with the fort and part of the road which led from the lost southern gate down the valley 

to the Roman fort at Kirkby Lonsdale. Dates gained from the remains suggest the cemetery was in 

use during several phases from the mid 3rd to the 4th centuries, with some suggestion of earlier Iron 

Age occupation below (Hair and Howard-Davis 1996). 

 

In 2011 and 2012 Lunesdale Archaeology Society excavated the building lying under the vegetable 

garden and extending beneath the pig sty and into the farmyard (Hamilton-Gibney 2012). Layout 

and finds suggest this was a mansio or high status accommodation for visiting officials, with bath 

section, dining and social facilities. If this building was not the bath house as originally suggested 

separately by Burrows, Hildyard and Gillam (1951) and Anstee (1975), the bath house for the fort 

remains to be discovered. A good prospect for this is the area to the north-east of the fort, at the 

confluence of the Borrow and the Lune (Figure 3, Structure 2). 

 

 

3. PROJECT AIMS 

 

This non-invasive study will use geophysical survey techniques to address four key questions: 

 

1. To what extent do recognisable archaeological features survive in the interior of the fort after 

1500 years of agricultural use?  In addition to the ploughing noted by Nicholson (1861) which had 

uncovered structural and cultural remains, from 1850 through to 1900 (approx) an annual sheep and 

cattle fair/market was held on the fort field (Garnett 1912). The M6 construction workers camp in 

the scheduled area south of the fort (Figure 2), in the most probable location for the extra-mural 

civilian settlement or vicus, was shown by our previous work to have damaged the probable mansio 

but it is not clear what damage has been done within the fort itself. 

 

2. Is there evidence for an earlier Roman structure on the site either within the existing fort 

footprint as suggested by Hildyard and Gillam (1951), or outside the fort as suggested by Bidwell and 

Hodgson (2009)? Aerial photographs and LiDAR show earthworks contiguous with the western ditch 

heading west towards the railway (Figure 3, Structure 1). Bidwell and Hodgson (p 102) noted that 

pre-Hadrianic pottery was found at the site and ‘what appears to be a large ditch running inside the 



line of the western defences was perhaps part of an earlier fort’. Pottery from the western rampart 

suggested a construction date not before the mid-2nd century for the later fort. Given that the 

Agricolan campaigns have been securely dated to the late AD70s it is possible that an earlier fort was 

constructed to serve the Agricolan campaigns in their march north towards Carlisle and into what is 

now Scotland.   

 

3. Is there evidence of later, post-Roman occupation of the site? Again, Bidwell and Hodgson (2009) 

suggest that ‘the presence of Crambeck Parchment ware shows that the fort was occupied after 

c370’ but this is the only evidence to date for post-Roman occupation, other than the implication by 

Victorian antiquaries that the walls were substantial and upstanding in the late C18th. The research 

will look for features such as post holes indicating structures such as halls or post Roman dwellings. 

 

4. Where was the bath house for the fort? Before the work of LAS in 2011 and 2012 it was assumed 

that the structure uncovered in the vegetable garden and at the time of the barn construction 

(Anstee 1975) was the bath house for the fort. Our work has shown that this structure is more likely 

to have been a mansio raising the question as to the location of the ‘real’ bath house. An area to the 

north east of the fort, at the confluence of the Borrow and the Lune (Figure 3, Structure 2), has a 

number of features of possible archaeological origin and is located ideally for a bath house. It could, 

however, be a later structure adjacent to the turnpike road between Appleby and Kendal.  

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The maximum surveyable area of the fort platform is approximately 11,250sqm. The target 

structures to SW and NE each constitute one by 30mx30m grid. The total area to be surveyed is, 

therefore, 13,050sqm or approximately 3.22 acres.  

We propose to survey as much of the area as possible in five days using both magnetometry and 

electrical resistance. Oxford Archaeology North will undertake the magnetometry survey first, using 

volunteers from LAS to assist. LAS will then undertake the resistivity survey under supervision from 

OA North. Figure 4 is an indicative plan showing the outline of the areas to be investigated. 

LAS volunteers were trained in the use of geophysics techniques in Summer 2014 when we 

undertook work in the non-scheduled field south of the fort (see www.lunesdale.wordpress.com) 

The new work will again involve volunteers from LAS who will be further trained in the use of 

geophysics surveying during the investigation.  

Analysis of data will be undertaken under the guidance of OA North. 

The equipment will consist of a Leica 1200 series GPS system, together with a Bartington Grad 601 

gradiometer and an MM electrical ground resistivity meter. The survey grids will be 30m by 30m, 

twelve within the fort platform and two outside. The grid nodes will be marked with temporary 

bamboo canes. 

 

 

http://www.lunesdale.wordpress.com/


5. POST SURVEY REPORTING 

A full report on the findings will be produced and made freely available on the LAS website 

(www.lunesdale.wordpress.com), as was the previous geophysical survey in the field to the south of 

the fort. In addition copies of the report will be lodged with the Country Records Office in Kendal 

and the History Archive of the Sedbergh and District History Society in Sedbergh. If the findings merit 

it, we will seek publication of a summary of findings in the Transactions of the CWAAS.  

 

6. OTHER MATTERS 

 

a. Access 

Lunesdale Archaeology Society has built an excellent relationship with the land owner and farmer, 

Mr Michael Wilson, over the last four years. We have been granted access to undertake the work 

proposed as long as the timing fits in with the farming year. That means the work will need to be 

undertaken after the grass has been cut for silage and before cattle are grazed on the land. The 

timing will be weather dependent but recent seasons suggest it will be possible to complete the 

work during July 2015.  

 

b. Health and Safety 

A full risk assessment will be undertaken prior to the fieldwork. No excavations will be undertaken 

during this project. 

 

c. Insurance 

LAS is insured through Aviva Archaeology with an Archaeology and Heritage Combined policy (No 

000455). The policy covers public and products liability both up to £2,000,000.  Copy of policy 

available on request. 

 

  

http://www.lunesdale.wordpress.com/
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Figure 1: Low Borrowbridge showing area of scheduled ancient monument 

(Source: English Heritage) 
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Figure 2: M6 Motorway Construction camp in field immediately south of the fort, within the 

scheduled area 

(Source:  Cambridge University Collection of Air Photos) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 3: LiDAR image of Fort showing target areas to south-west and north-east 

(Source: Environment Agency) 
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Structure 1 



 
 

Figure 4: Scheduled monument with proposed areas for geophysical survey shown 

(Source: English Heritage) 

 


